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1.0  INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 
Proposals shall be submitted by completing this document and placing it in a sealed envelope, 

clearly marked on the outside, “Council Chamber Technology Upgrade, Controller; 3rd 

Floor City Hall, 199 Queen Street, Charlottetown,  PE  C1A 4B7” , and must be received by 

the Controller before 2:00:00 pm local time on August 17th, 2021  It is the responsibility of the 

bidder to deliver the sealed proposal to the 3rd floor of City Hall before the time indicated.  Late 

proposals will not be accepted and will be returned to the Proponent. 

 

Any addenda will be posted on the City of Charlottetown website at 

www.charlottetown.ca/tenders.  Proponents are responsible for checking the website for 

proposal/quote/proposal notices, documents, and addenda.  The City is not responsible for 

ensuring bidders have obtained addenda. 

 

Proposals are to be submitted using a two-envelope system, the technical/descriptive 

component of the proposal and the fee component are to be submitted in separate 

envelopes. Four (4) copies of the submission documents are required.  No fax, email or 

electronic documents will be accepted as the sole method of submission but an electronic copy 

(PDF or Microsoft WORD) of the proposal is required, either included in the envelope noted 

above or e-mailed following the closing date and time.  It is the proponent’s responsibility to 

ensure that the hard copies of their submission are received prior to the deadline noted above. 

There will be a public opening of proposals received immediately after closing.  The 

selection of vendor resulting from this Request for Proposal, shall be done, upon approval by City 

Council, as soon as practical after proposal evaluations have been completed.  Results of this 

Request for Proposal will be posted on the City’s awards webpage at 

www.charlottetown.ca/tenders. 

 

This RFP creates no obligation on the part of the City of Charlottetown to award the contract or to 

reimburse proponents for proposal preparation expenses.  The City of Charlottetown reserves the 

right to accept or reject any and all proposals, in whole or in part, received as a result of this 

request, and to negotiate in any manner necessary best serve the interest of the City. The decision 

on which proposal best satisfies the needs of the City rests solely with the City and any decision 

is not open to appeal.  Submissions will not be evaluated if the Proponent’s current or past 

corporate or other interests may, in the City’s opinion, give rise to a conflict in connection with 

this project.  The City specifically reserves the right to reject all proposals if none is considered to be 

satisfactory and, in that event, at its option, to call for additional proposals. No term or condition shall 

be implied, based upon any industry or trade practice or custom, any practice or policy of the City or 

otherwise, which is inconsistent or conflicts with the provisions contained in these conditions. 

 

At the election of the City, whether or not a bid or bidder otherwise satisfies the requirements of 

the RFP, the City may reject summarily any bid received from a corporation or other person 

which has been anywise involved in litigation, arbitration or alternative dispute resolution with 

the City within the five (5) year period immediately preceding the date on which the request for 

Proposals was published. 

 

The City’s evaluation may include information provided by the proponent’s references and may 

also consider the proponent’s past performance on previous contracts with the City or other 

institutions. 

http://www.charlottetown.ca/tenders
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The City may prohibit a proponent from participating in a procurement process based on past 

performance or based on inappropriate conduct in a prior procurement process, and such 

inappropriate conduct shall include but not be limited to the following: (a) the submission of 

quotations containing misrepresentations or any other inaccurate, misleading or incomplete 

information; (b) the refusal of the proponent to honour its pricing or other commitments made in 

its proposal; or (c) any other conduct, situation or circumstance, as solely determined by the City. 

 

Any potential conflict of interest must be disclosed to the City in writing.  Any conflict of 

interest identified will be considered and evaluated by the City.  The City has the sole discretion 

to take the steps deemed necessary to resolve the conflict.  If, during the term of the contract, a 

conflict or risk of conflict of interest should arise, the Contractor will notify the City immediately 

in writing of that conflict or risk and take any steps that the City reasonably requires to resolve 

the conflict or deal with the risk. 

 

The City will pay the successful proponent via Electronic Funds Transfer.  The successful 

proponent will be required to provide the necessary information for registration on the City’s 

payment system. 

 

Any questions in respect of this Request for Proposals, please contact the Controller at 

tenders@charlottetown.ca.  Questions must be received no less than three (3) business days 

before the closing date. 

1.1 OVERVIEW  

The City of Charlottetown is a flourishing community of over 40,500 people located on the south 

shore of Prince Edward Island.  Charlottetown is the capital City of Prince Edward Island, and is 

called the "Birthplace of Confederation" after the historic 1864 Charlottetown Conference, which 

led to Confederation.  City Hall is located at 199 Queen Street, Charlottetown, PE. 

 

The City provides a full range of municipal services including general government, police 

protection, fire protection, planning and development, building inspection, environmental health, 

environmental development, transportation, and recreation and cultural services.  The City also 

operates the Charlottetown Water and Sewer Utility. 

 

A Mayor and ten Councillors govern the City and the administration of the City is under the 

direction of a Chief Administrative Officer.  There are nine departmental managers including a 

Manager of Human Resources, Manager of Finance, Manager of Water and Sewer Utility, 

Manager of Parks and Recreation, Manager of Planning and Heritage, Manager of Public Works, 

Manager of Environment and Sustainability, a Chief of Police, and Fire Chief. 

1.2 PURPOSE 

The City of Charlottetown is requesting proposals for the design and installation of a refresh to 

the digital solutions for the Council Chamber.  This refresh will update the technology in the 

Council Chamber to modern standards, while maintaining the historic nature of the room.  It is 

the City’s intent to utilize some existing equipment in the chamber where applicable.  Existing 

equipment is detailed in section 3.2.3 of this document. 

 

The following functionality is required: 

• Voting and tracking/displaying the results 

mailto:tenders@charlottetown.ca
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• Speech timer functionality 

• Request to Speak functionality 

• Video and audio conferencing solution which ties into the video and audio mix for the 

room 

o Must support video conferencing via Teams, Webex and Zoom 

o Must support audio conferencing via telephone 

• Audio recording functionality 

• Video mix with multiple inputs and multiple outputs 

o input from multiple PCs, conferencing solution, chamber camera and other 

sources 

o output to Mayor’s desk, Councillors’ desks, staff desks, conferencing solution, 

multiple gallery solutions, web streams 

• Audio mix with multiple inputs and multiple outputs 

o input from multiple PCs, conferencing solution, Mayor’s mic, Councillors’ mics, 

staff mics and other sources 

o output to Mayor’s desk, Councillors’ desk, staff desks, conferencing solution, 

multiple gallery solutions, web streams, audio recorder, and others 

• Live display to Chamber Gallery, Overflow Room and Remote Galleries 

• Live display to Youtube/Facebook 

2.0 REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL TERMS 
The City has formulated the terms and procedures set out in this RFP to ensure that it receives 

proposals through an open, competitive process, and the Proponents receive fair and equitable 

treatment in the solicitation, receipt and evaluation of their proposals. 

 

The following terms will apply to this Request for Proposal and to any subsequent Contract.  

Submission of a proposal in response to this Request for Proposal indicates acceptance of all the 

following terms. 

2.1 DEFINITIONS 

Throughout this Request for Proposal, terminology is used as follows: 

a)  “City” means The City of Charlottetown. 

b)  “Administrator” means the person or persons designated within the bylaws of the City 

as responsible for giving direction to or negotiating with a potential or successful proponent. 

c)  “Agreement” means the written agreement, consisting of the agreement documents 

signed between the City and the successful proponent pursuant to this RFP and the successful  

proposal. 

d)  “Agreement Documents” means the instructions to proponents, scope of service, 

addenda, response to the RFP, and the acceptance of proposal together with all subsequently 

negotiated agreements, written amendments, modifications, and supplements to such documents 

and all written authorizations signed by the administrator(s) amending, deleting, or adding to the 

contract. 

e)  “Contract” means the written agreement or Purchase Order resulting from this Request 

for Proposal, in accordance with this Request for Proposal. 
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f )  “Contractor” means a successful Proponent to this Request for Proposal who enters into 

a written Contract with the City. 

g)  “Must”, “mandatory”, “required”, or “shall” means a requirement that must be met 

for a proposal to receive consideration. 

h)  “Proponent” means an individual or a company that submits, or intends to submit, a 

Proposal in response to this “Request for Proposal”. 

i )  “Proposal” means the Proponent’s response to this “Request for Proposal”. 

j )  “Requirements” means those services described in the Scope of Service section of this 

RFP. 

k)  “Should” or “desirable” means a requirement having a significant degree of importance 

to the objectives of the Request for Proposal. 

2.2 NO OBLIGATION TO PROCEED 

Though the City fully intends at this time to proceed through the RFP, the City is under no 

obligation to proceed to the purchase, or any other stage.  The receipt by the City of any 

information (including any submissions, ideas, plans, drawings, models or other materials 

communicated or exhibited by any intended Proponent, or on its behalf) shall not impose any 

obligations on the City.  There is no guarantee by the City, its officers, employees or agents, that 

the process initiated by the issuance of this RFP will continue, or that this RFP process or any 

RFP process will result in a contract with the City. 

2.3 CANCELLATION 

The RFP may be cancelled in whole or in part without penalty, when, in the opinion of the City: 

i. There has been a substantial change in the requirements after this RFP has been issued; 

ii. Information has been received by the City, after issuance of this RFP, that the City feels 

substantially alters the specified procurement; 

iii. There was insufficient competition in order to provide the level of service, quality of 

goods, or pricing required, or; 

iv. The City, in its sole discretion, decides that there is any other sufficient justification to 

cancel this RFP. 

The City of Charlottetown my cancel this RFP, reject all proposals, or seek to acquire the subject 

of this RFP through a new RFP or by other means. 

 

The City reserves the right to cancel any request for proposal at any time without recourse by the 

contractor. The City has the right to not award this work for any reason including choosing to 

complete the work with the Owners' [sic] own forces. 

2.4 CITY’S DECISION-MAKING 

The City has the power to make any decision, or to exercise any contractual right or remedy, 

contemplated in this RFP at its own absolute and unfettered discretion. 

2.5 ENQUIRIES 

The City has endeavoured to provide complete, correct information and estimates to enable 

proponents to properly assess and determine the scope and complexity of the work required to 

submit a response to this RFP.  Proponents are solely responsible for determining if they require 

more information or if anything appears incorrect or incomplete, and for contacting the person 
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named in this RFP if they have any questions whatsoever prior to the closing date.  All enquiries 

related to this Request for Proposal are to be directed, in writing, by email, to the City Controller, 

(tenders@charlottetown.ca).  Information obtained from any other source is not official and 

should not be relied upon.  The City will not be responsible for any verbal statement, instruction, 

or representation.  Enquiries and responses will be recorded and may be distributed to all 

Proponents at the City’s option by way of an addendum.  Any enquiries regarding this Request 

for Proposal must be submitted at least three (3) working days prior to the closing date.  Any 

enquiries submitted after this date may remain unanswered. 

2.6 ERRORS AND OMISSIONS 

Any ambiguities, inconsistencies, uncertainties or other errors related to this document of which 

any proponent may become aware should be directed, in writing, to the Controller 

(tenders@charlottetown.ca ).  If necessary, response to such items shall be made by way of an 

addendum, which will be posted, serially, on the proposal page of the City’s website. 

2.7 ADDENDA, CORRECTIONS, OR EXTENSIONS 

The City of Charlottetown reserves the right to modify the terms of this Request for Proposal by 

way of an addendum at any time prior to closing, at its sole discretion. 

2.8 ELIGIBILITY  

Proposals will not be evaluated if the Proponent’s current or past corporate or other interests 

may, in the City’s opinion, give rise to a conflict of interest in connection with this RFP. 

2.9 EVALUATION COMMITTEE 

Evaluation of proposals will be by a committee formed by the City. 

2.10 EVALUATION AND SELECTION 

Proposals will be evaluated against the mandatory criteria.  Proposals not meeting all mandatory 

criteria will be rejected without further consideration.  Proposals that do meet all the mandatory 

criteria will then be assessed and scored against the desirable criteria.  The City’s intent is to 

enter into a Contract with the Proponent who has the highest overall ranking. 

 

By responding to this Request for Proposal, Proponents will be deemed to have accepted all the 

terms, conditions, and/or specifications herein and have agreed that the decision of the 

Evaluation Team will be final and binding. 

2.11 PROPOSAL CLARIFICATION 

The City reserves the right, upon reasonable notice, to interview, examine, and make inquiries of 

any proponent after the closing date, generally, and also for the purpose of clarifying or verifying 

any particular portion of the proposal submitted, which may, in the opinion of the City, be 

unclear or require verification.  All Proponents agree at their own expense to attend such 

interviews, and to fully co-operate with the City on any such inquiry, and to provide, at the 

Proponent’s own expense, any such clarification and/or verification as requested by the City.  

Inquiries made of one or more proponents for the above purpose will not obligate the City to 

clarify or seek further information from any or all other proponents. 

2.12 DEBRIEFING 

Unsuccessful Proponents may request a debriefing meeting with the City. 

file:///C:/Users/swedlock/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HIPGIKRP/tenders@charlottetown.ca
mailto:tenders@charlottetown.ca
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2.13 SIGNED PROPOSALS 

The proposal must be signed by the person(s) authorized to sign on behalf of the Proponent and 

to bind the Proponent to statements made in response to this Request for Proposal.  All 

proponents who operate through an incorporated company shall affix their corporate seal to the 

submission documents in addition to the authorized signature.   

2.14 ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 

If alternative solutions are offered, please submit the information in the same format, as a 

separate proposal. 

 

If alternative solutions are offered, which, in the Proponent’s opinion may be advantageous to 

the City, economic or otherwise, please submit the information in the same format as a separate 

proposal.  This alternative should clearly enumerate the advantages as well as any associated cost 

implications.  Please indicate that it is an alternative to the initial submission and not a 

replacement by writing “Alternative Submission #” on the envelope as well as in the document 

itself. 

2.15 CHANGES TO PROPOSAL WORDING 

The Proponent will not change the wording of its proposal after closing and no words or 

comments will be added to the proposal unless requested by the City for purposes of 

clarification. 

2.16 IRREVOCABILITY OF PROPOSALS 
A Proponent who has already submitted a proposal may submit a further proposal at any time up to 
the official closing time.  The last proposal received shall supersede and invalidate all proposals 
previously submitted by that proponent for this Request for Proposal.  Any proponent may withdraw 
or qualify his/her proposal at any time up to the official closing time by re-submitting a new proposal 
to the City.  The time and date of receipt will be marked thereon and the new proposal will be placed 
in the proposal box.  The new proposal shall be marked on the sealed envelope by the Proponent as 
“Resubmission #” along with the name of the Request for Proposal and to the attention of the 
Controller, as noted above in the Request for Proposal.  Proposals may be withdrawn at any time 
prior to opening upon written request from the proponent.  Negligence on the part of the proponent 
in preparing his/her proposal shall not constitute a right to withdraw a proposal subsequent to the 
proposal opening. 
 

Upon closing time, all proposals become irrevocable.  By submission of a proposal, the 

Proponent agrees that should its proposal be successful and the City should decide to proceed, 

the Proponent will enter into a contract with the City of Charlottetown by either signing a 

contract document or accepting a Purchase Order issued by the City. 

2.17 COMPLETENESS OF PROPOSAL 

By submission of a proposal the Proponent warrants that, if this Request for Proposal is to 

design, create or provide a system or manage a program, all components required to run the 

system or manage the program have been identified in the proposal or will be provided by the 

Proponent at no charge. 

2.18 SUB-CONTRACTING 

a) Using a sub-contractor (who must be clearly identified in the proposal) is acceptable. 

This includes a joint submission by two Proponents having no formal corporate links. 
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However, in this case, one of these Proponents must be prepared to take overall 

responsibility for successful interconnection of the two product or service lines and this 

must be defined in the proposal. 

b) Sub-contracting to any firm or individual who’s current or past corporate or other 

interests may, in the City’s opinion; give rise to a conflict of interest in connection with 

this project will not be permitted. This includes, but is not limited to, any firm or 

individual involved in the preparation of this Request for Proposal. 

c) Any Sub-contracting of the service to any firm or individual after the award of a Contract 

must have prior approval by the City. 

2.19 ASSIGNMENT 

This RFP and any resulting contract may not be assigned by either party without the prior written 

consent and approval of the other party, which consent may not be unreasonably withheld; 

provided however, either party, without such consent, may assign or sell the same in connection 

with the transfer or sale of substantially its entire business to which this contract pertains or in 

the event of its merger or consolidation with another company.  Any permitted assignee shall 

assume all obligations of its assignor under this contract.  No assignment shall relieve any party 

of responsibility for the performance of any accrued obligation that such party then has 

hereunder. 

2.20 CONFIDENTIALITY 

The successful proponent agrees not to release or, in any way, cause to release any confidential 

information of the City of Charlottetown unless an appropriate official of the City has 

specifically approved them to do so in writing. 

 

The Proponents agree to treat all information contained in this Request for Proposal as 

confidential, to use such information only for purposes of responding to this Request for 

Proposal, and not to disclose any such information, in whole or in part, to any other party without 

the express prior written consent of either party or pursuant to legal power, other than:  a) to an 

agent who in the City’s reasonable opinion, is seeking information on behalf of the Proponent, b) 

to a party used by the City to evaluate the Proponents creditworthiness.   Each party agrees to 

allow the other party to store contact information, such as names, phone numbers, and email 

addresses for its business representatives, in any country where that party does business and to 

use such information internally and to communicate with the other party for the purposes of their 

business relationship.  Proponents agree to handle any personal information that it may gain 

access to through this RFP in accordance with the requirements of privacy laws, and in a manner 

consistent with the City’s published privacy policies, as amended from time to time. 

2.21 CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

Any potential conflict of interest must be disclosed to the City in writing.  Any conflict of 

interest identified will be considered and evaluated by the City.  The City has the sole discretion 

to take the steps they deem necessary to resolve the conflict.  If, during the term of the Contract, 

a conflict or risk of conflict of interest arises, the successful proponent will notify the City 

immediately in writing of that conflict or risk and take any steps that the City reasonably requires 

to resolve the conflict or deal with the risk. 
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2.22 LAWS OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 

This Request for Proposal will be governed by and will be construed and interpreted in 

accordance with the laws of the Province of Prince Edward Island. 

2.23 FINAL AGREEMENT 

This solicitation does not contain all terms and conditions necessary for conducting business 

with the City of Charlottetown. 

2.24 GRATUITIES 

The City of Charlottetown may, by written notice to a proponent, cancel any contract if it is 

found by the City that gratuities, in the form of entertainment, gifts, or otherwise, were offered or 

given by the proponent, or the agent or representative of the proponent, to any employee or agent 

of the project with a view toward securing favorable treatment with respect to the awarding or 

amending, or making any determinations with respect to performing of such contract. 

2.25 INSURANCE AND WORKERS COMPENSATION  

The undersigned is to carry and keep in force Public Liability Insurance in a form equivalent in 

terms of coverage to the industry standard Commercial General Liability for all services 

provided to and on behalf of the City of Charlottetown (City) and the amount of coverage shall 

be not less than two Million dollars ($2,000,000.00) per occurrence and to indemnify and save 

harmless the City in the event of any damages, suits or actions as a result of damages, injuries or 

accident done to or caused by him, or his employees or relating to the prosecution of the works 

or any of his operations or caused by reason of the existence or location or condition of any 

materials, plant or machinery used there on or therein, or which may happen by reason thereof, 

or arising from any failure, neglect or omission on his part, or on the part of any of his 

employees, to do or perform any or all of the several acts or things required to be done by him or 

them under and by these conditions, and covenants and agrees to hold the City harmless and 

indemnified for all such damages and claims for damages. A Certificate of General Liability 

Insurance covering the legal liability of the submitter for injuries to, or death of, persons and/or 

damage to property of others for limits of not less than two million dollars ($2,000,000.00) per 

occurrence for bodily injury and property damage with an insurer and in a form satisfactory to 

the City will be furnished.  Such insurance shall have the City as an additional insured and shall 

contain cross liability coverage and preclude subrogation by the insured against the City.  The 

City requires an advance 30-day notice should the policy be cancelled or changed in any manner. 

The undersigned is to carry and keep in force Professional Liability Insurance in an amount not 

less than $2,000,000 providing coverage for acts, errors and omissions arising from their 

professional services performed under this agreement. The policy self-insured-retention / 

deductible shall not exceed $10,000 per claim and if the policy has an aggregate limit, the 

amount of the aggregate limit shall be double the required per claim limit. A City licensed to 

conduct business in the Province of Prince Edward Island shall underwrite the policy.  

The undersigned is required to have in place adequate coverage and be in good standing with the 

Workers Compensation Board of Prince Edward Island during the term of provision of all 

services to the City of Charlottetown.  Proof of coverage may be requested at the commencement 

of any contract or the provision of any services to the City of Charlottetown. The Company 

awarded this proposal will be required to provide proof that their Company complies with all the 

provisions of the PEI Occupational Health and Safety Act. During the progress of the awarded 

work, Companies will be required, on the request of the City, to provide written verification that 

their work is in compliance. 
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2.26 PERFORMANCE 

The City has the right to cancel agreements based on performance with the City as the sole judge 

of that performance. 

2.27 VALIDITY OF PROPOSALS 

All Proposals must remain valid and open for acceptance by the City for a period of sixty (60) 

days after the closing date.  This period may be extended if requested by the City and agreed to 

by the Proponent in writing.  

3.0 SCOPE OF WORK  

3.1 REQUIREMENTS AND SCOPE OF SERVICE 

The City of Charlottetown invites proposals to provide the following: 

Provision and installation of equipment for a refresh of digital solutions in the Council Chamber.  

Due to social distancing requirements, the Council Chamber is currently operating without a 

gallery and expanded spacing for Councillors.  The proposed solution should prioritize a solution 

for the normal or compact arrangement of Councillors.  The proposed solution shall include all 

required equipment for BOTH a compact and expanded arrangement.  The proposed solution 

shall include removal of equipment and cabling which is no longer in use. 

3.2 PROJECT REQUIREMENTS 

The City is looking for a combination of solutions that will provide the Council Chambers with 

voting functionality, speech timers, audio and video mixing capabilities as well as tying into 

video/audio conferencing systems.  The proposed solution must respect the historic nature of the 

room and use existing holes/mounting equipment where applicable.  The proposed solution must 

match the requirements listed below.  

3.2.1.1 MAYOR’S DESK 

The Mayor’s desk must have the following functionality available. 

• Voting 

• Microphone 

• Video Display 

• Audio output w/headphone jack 

• Visibility/controls for a request to speak system 

• Visibility for speech timers 

3.2.1.2 COUNCILLORS’ DESKS 

The Councillors’ desks (10) must each have the following functionality available. 

• Voting 

• Microphone 

• Video Display 

• Audio output w/ headphone jack 

• Request to speak button/system 

• Visibility for speech timers 

3.2.1.3 CAO’S DESK 

The CAO’s desk must have the following functionality available. 
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• Microphone 

• Video Display 

• Audio output w/ headphone jack 

• Visibility for the request to speak system 

• Visibility for speech timers 

3.2.1.4 COMMUNICATIONS STAFF 

The Communications staff must have the following functionality available. 

• Video Display 

• Audio output w/ headphone jack 

3.2.1.5 LEGAL DESK  

The desk for legal representation must have the following functionality available. 

• Microphone 

• Video Display 

• Audio output w/ headphone jack 

3.2.1.6 PRESENTATION DESK  

The Presentation desk must have the following functionality available. 

• Microphone 

• Audio output w/ headphone jack 

• Connections for a laptop – Video/Audio out to mixers 

3.2.1.7 CLERK’S DESK 

The Clerk’s desk must have the following functionality available. 

• Controls for the following: 

o Voting (including the ability to edit/configure resolutions for voting) 

o Request to Speak system 

o Speech timer system 

o Basic Audio mixing – mute channels 

o Basic Video mixing – swapping video feeds/presets 

o Basic Streaming – one tough go live/end meeting preferred 

o Audio and Video Conferencing 

o Audio Recording system 

o Pan/Tilt/Zoom camera 

• Video Display which ties into the Video mixing system 

• Audio output w/ headphone jack 

3.2.1.8 CHAMBER GALLERY 

The chamber gallery does not currently exist but must have the following functionality available 

when it returns – during open sessions only. 

• Video Display 

• Audio output  

3.2.1.9 OVERFLOW ROOM 

The Parkdale Room is often used as an overflow room and must have the following functionality 

available – during open sessions only. 

• Video Display 
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• Audio output  

3.2.1.10 REMOTE GALLERIES 

The Remote Galleries must have the following functionality available – during open sessions 

only. 

• Video Display 

• Audio output  

3.2.1.11 WEB STREAMS (YOUTUBE, FACEBOOK) 

The web streams must have the following functionality available – during open sessions only. 

• Video Display 

• Audio output  

3.2.2.1 AUDIO MIX 

The Audio mix must take inputs from multiple sources and send audio to multiple outputs.  

Controls for this system can be minimal, ideally all inputs are automatically brought to a similar 

level for output and City staff are given control over the output levels as needed.  

 

This system must take inputs from: 

15 Microphones (10 Councillors, 1 Mayor, 1 CAO, 1 Legal, 1 Presentation Desk, 1 Podium) 

Audio from conferencing system 

Audio from Clerks PC 

Audio from Presentation Desk laptop 

 

This system must send output to: 

15 Small speakers with headphone jacks (10 Councillors, 1 Mayor, 1 CAO, 1 Legal, 1 

Communications, 1 Clerk) 

Hearing Loop (Existing equipment) 

Conferencing system 

Streaming system 

Audio Recorder 

Chamber Gallery 

Overflow Room 

Remote Galleries 

 

These outputs should be divided into three groups: 

Group 1 - All outputs inside of the chamber 

Group 2 - All outputs outside of the chamber + the Audio Recorder 

Group 3 - Conferencing System 

Group 2 is the same output as Group 1 but is turned off during closed sessions. 

Group 3 is the same output as Group 1 but will sometimes be turned off during closed sessions.  

This should be adjustable. 

 

Optional features: 

Any of the following features would be considered useful if they are part of the proposed 

solution; but are not required. 

• Ability to tie in with other systems to automate mics turning on/off when using Request 

to Speak functionality, speech timers. 
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• Automated control of audio levels 

• Automated reduction of background noise 

3.2.2.2 VIDEO MIX 

The Video mix must take inputs from multiple sources and send video to multiple outputs.  

Controls for this system can be minimal, ideally just a few preset combinations would be needed. 

 

This system must take inputs from: 

PTZ camera (existing equipment is incorrectly mounted, if re-used mount correctly) 

Still Graphic Overlays – To be shown Pre-Meeting, in Closed Session, and Post-Meeting 

Voting Results 

Conferencing System 

Presentation Desk laptop screen mirror 

Clerks Desk screen mirror 

 

This system must send output to: 

14 Monitors (10 Councillors, 1 Mayor, 1 CAO, 1 Legal, 1 Communications) 

Conferencing system 

Streaming system 

Chamber Gallery (existing equipment) 

Overflow Room (existing equipment) 

Remote Galleries (existing equipment) 

 

These outputs should be divided into two groups: 

Group 1 - All outputs inside of the chamber 

Group 2 - All outputs outside of the chamber  

Group 3 - Conferencing system 

Group 2 is the same output as Group 1 but is turned off during closed sessions. 

Group 3 is the same output as Group 1 but will sometimes be turned off during closed sessions.  

This should be adjustable. 

 

Optional features: 

Any of the following features would be considered useful if they are part of the proposed 

solution; but are not required. 

• New PTZ Camera 

• PTZ controls provided to the Clerk via GUI 

• Additional screen mirrors of the Clerks Desk 

3.2.2.3 VOTING SYSTEM 

The Voting system must allow the clerk to preconfigure resolutions for council to vote on.  This 

system must also allow the clerk to edit resolutions on the fly if required to do so.  When a 

resolution is presented for voting it must be displayed on all video outputs, and the controls 

required to do so should be minimal.  When presented with a vote, councillors must be able to 

vote “In Favour” or “Opposed”.  If a tie occurs, the mayor must then be able to cast a vote to 

break the tie.  When results are tallied the results must be displayed on all video outputs.  The 

clerk should have some override controls in the event that a councillor is not present or has left 

the room.     
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Optional features: 

Any of the following features would be considered useful if they are part of the proposed 

solution; but are not required. 

• Access requiring login through a card or code 

3.2.2.4 STREAMING SYSTEM 

The Streaming system must allow the clerk to start streaming to platforms with a simple 

interface.  As an example, a “Go Live” button and “End Streaming” button.  This system must 

allow streaming to YouTube and Facebook platforms. 

 

Optional features: 

Any of the following features would be considered useful if they are part of the proposed 

solution; but are not required. 

• Ability to stream to multiple platforms simultaneously 

• A list of platforms that the solution is compatible with 

3.2.2.5 CONFERENCING SYSTEM 

The Conferencing system must work together with the audio and video mix systems to provide a 

live view of the council, any relevant materials and also provide audio and video of the remote 

participants to the council and the public.  The system should have a single input and single 

output to the audio mix and the video mix.  This system must also have the ability to connect to a 

phone line for audio only conferencing.  This system must be compatible with Microsoft Teams, 

Cisco Webex and Zoom platforms. 

 

Optional features: 

Any of the following features would be considered useful if they are part of the proposed 

solution; but are not required. 

• Ability to change the audio/video grouping easily – ie. Place entire conference into a 

closed session of council, then move the entire conference out of the closed session mid 

meeting. 

• A list of platforms that the solution is compatible with 

3.2.3 EXISTING EQUIPMENT 

The following equipment is in place and can be reused.  Audio/Video/Data cabling must all be 

tested as there have been issues reported.  Include estimates on repair costs if re-use is required.  

All locations described are from the compact chamber configuration. 

3.2.3.1 RACK 

A 51” tall communications rack is in place in the Council Chamber and can be used to store 

equipment.  There is existing equipment in place in the rack, and the City expects the proposed 

solution to remove in place equipment and remove unused cabling from sight.  Audio and Video 

cabling in the chamber connects to equipment in the rack; and must be cleaned up if re-used. 

Network cabling for the chamber terminates in this rack. 

3.2.3.2 FLOOR POCKETS 

10 Councillor Desks 

Mayor Desk 

CAO Desk 
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Communications Desk 

Legal Desk 

At each of the locations above there is a floor pocket with the following available: 

• 2 AC power plugs 

• 2 Ethernet jacks which connect back to the rack in Council Chamber  

• 1 VGA cable which connects back to the rack in Council Chamber 

• 1 Serial DB9 connector which connects back to the rack in the Council Chamber 

 

There is also one additional floor pocket by the Presentation Desk which has the following 

available: 

• 2 AC power plugs 

• 2 Ethernet jacks which connect back to the rack in Council Chamber  

• 1 VGA cable which connects back to the rack in Council Chamber 

• 1 RCA jack for Audio which connects back to the rack in Council Chamber 

• 1 RCA jack for Video which connects back to the rack in Council Chamber 

3.2.3.3 MOUNTS 

At each of the locations below there is a mount attached to the desk which can match VESA 

75*75 or 100*100 mounting patterns.  Offsets may be required if using the 100*100 mounting 

pattern. 

• 10 Councillor Desks 

• Mayor Desk 

• CAO Desk 

 

At each of the locations below there is a pole attached to the floor with a swivel arm attached and 

a VESA 75*75 mounting pattern on the end of the arm. 

• Communications Desk 

• Legal Desk 

3.2.3.4 MISCELLANEOUS 

2 x Toshiba 55” TV (55LF621C19) - On both sides of the chamber gallery there is a TV 

mounted on a swivel arm. 

 

2 x XLR connection - In the middle of the chamber gallery there are two mic connections in the 

floor with XLR connections, which connect back to the rack in Council Chamber 

 

1 x Marshall PTZ camera which is incorrectly mounted.  Unknown model. 

 

1 x 85 “RCA TV - In the Parkdale Room (Overflow Room) there is a TV with HDMI ports 

available and access to stream YouTube. 

 

1 x 75” Samsung TV - In the Admin lobby area, there will be a TV in place with HDMI ports 

available and access to stream YouTube. 

 

2 x 65” TV - In the West Royalty and Sherwood Rooms there will be TVs installed in the near 

future with HDMI ports available and access to stream YouTube. 
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1 x Hearing Loop - installed in the floor of the chamber and can be used by those with 

compatible hearing aids 

3.3 PROJECT TIMELINE 

Proponents must submit a Gantt Chart showing proposed project schedule including start and 

completion dates for the project. 

3.4 SITE VISIT 

Proponents will be required to attend a mandatory site visit on Tuesday August 3rd, 2021 at 10 

am (AST) to familiarize themselves with the layout of the council chamber and the existing 

equipment that will be reused as part of this project.   

3.5 ANTICIPATED TIMEFRAMES 

The following outlines the anticipated schedule for the Request for Proposal and contract 

process.  The timing and sequence of events resulting from this Request for Proposal may vary 

and shall ultimately be determined by the City of Charlottetown. 

 

Event Anticipated Dates 

Request for Proposal issued    21-Jul-21 

Mandatory Site Visit    03-Aug-21 

Last Date for Submission of Questions    13-Aug-21 

Request for Proposal closes    17-Aug-21 

Review of Proposals  17-Aug to 31-Aug-21 

Contract Award    13-Sep-21 

4.0 EVALUATION CRITERIA 
The following criteria outlines the primary considerations to be used in the evaluation and 

consequent awarding of this RFP (not in any order).  The City reserves the right to prioritize and 

weigh the importance of each criterion confidentially. 

4.1 EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS – 25%  

4.1.1 EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS OF PROPONENT COMPANY – 15% 

 Provide a description of your firm, including the following: 

a )  A general statement of specialization and expertise. 

b )  The size of the firm nationwide and globally, and of the account office in terms of people 

and businesses. 

c )  How many years has your company been conducting business related to Video 

Conferencing or related technologies? 

d )  Years of experience in providing the identified services to similar clients - provide list of 

the municipalities which are currently serviced.  If you include previous clients, please identify 

this in the list. 

4.1.2 EXPERTISE AND QUALIFICATIONS OF PERSONNEL-10% 

The Proponent shall provide: 

a) an organizational description and/or chart showing the staffing and lines of authority for 

the key personnel to be used in providing the services, including account executives, engineers, 
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risk financing personnel, marketing and claims personnel and others who would interact with the 

City, 

b) the name of the individual within your firm that is proposed to have overall responsibility 

for the City’s account (account executive), the name of the alternate to that person, and their 

ability to access the capabilities of the firm, 

c) the names, education, certifications and qualifications (or resumes) of staff proposed to 

offer service to the City, 

d) summary of experience these personnel have provided to local and regional governments, 

e) names of any subcontractors or agents (other than employees) proposed to be used, 

including details of services to be contracted. 

4.2 SERVICE – 40% 

Each of the items detailed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 will be allocated points and scored accordingly 

by the evaluation committee.  Any submission that does not achieve a minimum score of 30 out 

of 40 points on this section will be rejected and not evaluated further. 

4.3 REFERENCES - 5%  

Proponents are asked to submit contact names and telephone numbers of four existing clients and 

four former clients of the local office of a similar size and/or complexity to the City.  Any or all 

references provided by Proponent may be contacted by members of the review committee to 

confirm the information provided in the proposal and the nature and quality of the services 

provided. 

4.4 FINANCIAL PROPOSAL EVALUATION – 30% 

1. Quotation Price ([60] points). 

• Points shall be awarded on the following basis; 

60 points for the Lowest Proposed Price 

56 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 110% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

52 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 115% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

48 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 120% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

44 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 125% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

40 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 130% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

36 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 135% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

32 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 140% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

28 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 145% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

24 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 150% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

20 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 160% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

 16 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 170% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

 12 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 180% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

  8 points for all Proposed Price  or  = 190% of the Lowest Proposed Price 
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  4 point for all Proposed Price  or  = 200% of the Lowest Proposed Price 

  0 points for all Proposed Price more than twice the Lowest Proposed Price 

 

Points will be awarded based on the schedule above and then prorated out of a total of 30.  The 

financial score out of 30 will then be added to the technical score out of 70 for a final score out 

of 100 available points. 
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APPENDIX “A” 
System Requirements 

This section includes the technical and functional requirements to be evaluated in this RFP as 

outlined in Section 3. In addition to the requirements identified in Section 3 this chart is intended 

to highlight how each vendors proposed solution can be developed upon to add more 

functionality to the initial purchase by the City. This is not a comprehensive list of all of the 

City’s requirements; but includes the key requirements that will be used to evaluate the RFPs and 

will be included as part of the signed contracts. Responses to each line item should be concise 

and straightforward.  

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

For each numbered line item requirement, the vendor must indicate in the “Vendor Response” 

column Y, C, or N, according to the following legend:  

Y Fully supported by the proposed solution 

C Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N Not Functional 

Place an appropriate mark or X in the corresponding column for each requirement. 

1. If the vendor responds with C, the vendor must provide additional information in the 

comments column.  The vendor must explain the nature and amount of customization 

required and provide a cost estimate for the customizations. 

This information must be completed and submitted in the format provided. Please do not 

modify the format or font settings of this template.  

 

This section of the RFP response must be provided in hard copy as well as 

an electronic copy using the MS Word format.  

Audio Inputs 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 

15 Mics for - 10 Councillors, 1 
Mayor, 1 CAO, 1 Legal, 1 
Managers desk, 1 podium         

R 
Request to speak button - 10 
councillors only         

R 

Request to speak button - 
minimum - list which the 
Mayor/Clerk can view and clear 
as requester is given the floor         

R 

Audio from conferencing system 
(far side audio, input to local 
audio mixer)         
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R Audio from Clerks PC         

R 
Audio from Managers desk PC 
connections         

I Manual control of remaining mics         

I 
Manual muting/level 
adjustments for all inputs         

O 

Optional - ability to tie in with 
multiple systems such that mic 
and timer start/stop 
automatically         

O 
Optional - same tie in for 
manually controlled mics         

O 

Optional - smart control of 
levels/background noise 
reduction         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Audio Outputs 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 

Grouping 1: Output to 15 Small 
speaker with headphone jack - 10 
councillors, 1 Mayor, 1 CAO, 1 
Legal, 1 Comms, 1 Clerk         

R 
Grouping 1: Output to Hearing 
impaired loop (existing system)         

R 
Grouping adjustable: Output to 
conferencing system         

R 
Grouping 2: Output to streaming 
solution         

R 
Grouping 2: Output to audio 
recorder         

R 
Grouping 2: Output to remote 
gallery solutions         

R 
Grouping 2: Output to Chamber 
gallery         

I Grouping 2: Media Outputs         

R 

Ability to turn off output for 
Grouping 2 while grouping 1 
remains active         

O 

Optional - Ability to change 
which inputs are active for each 
grouping         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

Video Inputs 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 
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R 

PTZ camera - Have an existing 
incorrectly mounted Marshall 
camera - unknown model.  If re-
used, mount correctly         

O 
Optional - Replace chamber 
camera with newer model         

O 

Optional - Give Pan/Tilt/Zoom 
functionality to clerk via PC and 
GUI         

I Preset locations for PTZ camera         

R 

Still graphic overlays - one pre 
meeting, one closed session, one 
post meeting         

R Voting results         

R 

Conferencing system (remote 
attendees, ie. far side cameras, 
input into local video mixer)         

R Managers desk PC screen mirror         

R 
Clerks Desk PC screen mirror 
(preset mirror of 1 screen)         

O 
Optional - Preset mirror of 
any/all of the Clerks screens         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Video Outputs 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 

Grouping 1: Output to 14 
monitors - 10 Councillors, 1 
Mayor, 1 CAO, 1 Legal, 1 Comms         

R 

Grouping adjustable: Output to 
conferencing system (local video 
mixer feed to far side screens)         

R 
Grouping 2: Output to streaming 
solution         

R 
Grouping 2: Output to chamber 
gallery TVs (existing TVs)         

R 
Grouping 2: Output to remote 
gallery solution         

R 

Ability to adjust video output for 
each grouping independently 
from a combination of any inputs         

R 
Ability to match grouping 2 to 
grouping 1 output         

R 

14 monitors should all be thin 
screens 22-24", with vesa mounts 
75*75 or 100*100 to match 
existing desks         
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R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Voting System 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 
11 Voting terminals - 10 
Councillors, 1 Mayor         

R 

1 control system allows setup of 
voting options in advance, and 
allows editing of votes on the fly - 
at the Clerks desk         

O 
Access requires log in - either 
through card or code?         

R 
Resolution can be displayed on 
all video outputs         

R 
Results can be displayed on all 
video outputs         

I 

Clerk can manually log out or 
bypass a councillor - required 
when a councillor leaves the 
room but does not log out         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Streaming System 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 
Audio/Video Grouping 2 
combined output         

R Stream to Youtube         

R Stream to Facebook         

I 
Stream to multiple platforms 
simultaneously         

O 
Optional - List of other supported 
platforms         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Conferencing System 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 
Allows audio and video 
conferencing over the internet         

R Video Conferencing on Teams         

R Video Conferencing on Webex         

R Video Conferencing on Zoom         

O 
Optional - List of other supported 
platforms         
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R 
Allows audio conferencing over 
phone lines         

R 
Can be setup in Grouping 1 when 
there are councillors calling in         

R 
Can be setup in Grouping 2 when 
third parties are calling in         

O 

Optional - Audio/Video Grouping 
can be changed easily by clerk on 
the fly         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Council Chamber Overview 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 
Proposal keeps historic nature of 
the chamber         

R 

Proposal has all required 
equipment and cabling for 
Compact arrangement         

R 

Proposal has all required 
equipment and cabling for 
Expanded arrangement         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Chamber Gallery 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 

Gallery does not exist due to 
covid restrictions.  Everything 
should be ready to move back to 
a normal layout         

R 

2 existing TVs mounted on walls 
should have live feed of the 
chamber.  Already mounted on 
swivel arm         

R 

Speakers facing the gallery area, 
can be located under the Gallery 
tables or on walls         

R 

Manager/Presentation Desk with 
audio/video connection for 
laptops         

R Manager/Presentation Desk Mic         

R 
Manager/Presentation Desk 
small speaker         

R 
Manager/Presentation Desk 
headphone jack         

I 

Media Outputs (audio connection 
for media/reporters to connect 
into for recording audio)         
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R Podium Mic         

I 

Noise cancellation to avoid 
feedback loops when using mics 
in the gallery area         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Audio Recorder 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 

Records audio of the council 
meetings to USB stick or network 
file storage         

I Record in compressed format         

O 
Optional - Change recording 
quality         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Speech timer 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 
Visible timer in the chamber for 
all of council + the gallery         

O 

Optional - Connection to video 
mixer to display speech timers in 
video         

I 

Manual controls by the clerk to 
reset timers or manually start 
timers as needed         

R 

Visible light display for active 
speakers - ex. green/orange/red 
lights built into microphone or on 
top of monitors         

O 

Optional - ability to tie in with 
multiple systems such timer/mic 
activate automatically         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Mayors experience 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 
Visibility for request to speak 
functionality         

R 
Visibility for speech timer 
functionality         

R 
Monitor for output from video 
mixer         
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R 
Speaker for output from audio 
mixer         

R Headphone jack for audio output         

R Mayor's Mic         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Councillors experience 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 

Request to speak button - as 
councillors press the button they 
are added to a list.  Clerk, CAO 
and Mayor can see         

R 
Visibility for Speech timer 
functionality         

R 
Monitor for output from video 
mixer         

R 
Speaker for output from audio 
mixer         

R Councillor's Mic         

R Headphone jack for audio output         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

CAO experience 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 
Visibility for Request to speak 
functionality         

R 
Visibility for Speech timer 
functionality         

R 
Monitor for output from video 
mixer         

R 
Speaker for output from audio 
mixer         

R Headphone jack for audio output         

R CAO's Mic         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 

      

Clerk Experience 

  Functionality or Feature Y C N Comments 

R 
Controls for Request to speak 
functionality         

R 
Controls for Speech timer 
functionality         
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R 
Speaker for output from audio 
mixer         

I Headphone jack for audio output         

O 
3 monitors on Clerk’s desk for 
varied roles         

O 

Additional room in the rack for a 
rack mounted monitor if 
necessary         

I 
Flexibility to move controls 
around as needed         

R 
Basic Controls for Audio Mixer - 
Mute/Unmute channels         

R 

Basic Controls for Video Mixer - 
Swap inputs/change active 
screen         

R 
Basic Controls for Streaming - Go 
Live - End Stream         

R 

Basic Controls for Audio/Video 
Conferencing - Join conference, 
End conference         

R 

Basic Controls for Audio 
Recording - Start Recording, End 
Recording         

R 

Controls for Voting functionality - 
including ability to create and 
edit upcoming votes         

R Controls for PTZ camera         

I 
Simplified controls – Preset single 
button to start meetings         

I 
Simplified controls – Preset single 
button to go into closed session         

I 

Simplified controls - Preset single 
button/s to start streaming/end 
streaming         

I 
Simplified controls for any other 
functionality         

R = Required 
I = Important 
O = Optional 

Y = Fully functional 
C = Functional with customizations or additional costs 

N = Not functional 
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PROPONENT INFORMATION SHEET: 
 

Proponent (Firm) Name:__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Address:______________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

City:  __________________________ Province: __________________ PC:_______________ 

 

 

Telephone No.: __________________________    Fax No.:  ____________________________ 

 

 

E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Website:______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Contact Person:_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Title:_________________________   Telephone No.: ________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________  ____________________________________  

NAME (Please print)     TITLE (Please print) 

 

 

______________________________ ____________________________________ 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE  DATE  

 

 

 
(Affix Corporate Seal) 
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PROPONENT BID SHEET 

 
The City of Charlottetown is not bound to accept the lowest or any bid that may be received.  The 

full bid package (all pages of this document) must be completed and returned and any additional 

information may be attached. 

 

All prices must be quoted in Canadian dollars. 

 

 

 

Council Chambers       $    

 

         

Subtotal        $    

 

HST (15%)              

 

Total         $    

 

 

 

SIGNED _____________________________________________________ 

 

 COMPANY   _        _____ 

 

 ADDRESS _____________________________________________________ 

 

   _____________________________________________________ 

 

 DATE          ______ 

 

 
 

 



Audio Mix

Remote Gallery/
Overflow

Chamber Gallery

10 Councillors
1 Mayor
1 CAO
1 Legal

1 Comms
1 Clerk

Audio Recorder

Clerk Desk PC

10 Councillors
1 Mayor
1 CAO
1 Legal

Presentation Desk
Laptop

Presentation Desk 
Mic

Podium Mic

Streaming System Conferencing System

Video Mix

Remote Gallery/
Overflow Room

10 Councillors
1 Mayor
1 CAO
1 Legal

1 Comms

Chamber Gallery

Presentation Desk
Laptop

Still Graphic

Voting SystemChamber Camera

Video -> Conferencing
Can Change Audio Grouping before a meeting

Group 1 or Group 2

Audio -> Conferencing
Can Change Audio Grouping before a meeting

Group 1 or Group 2

Video/Audio Group 1: Should 
remain active when going 
into a closed session in all 

cases

Video/Audio Group 2: Should 
start with a still graphic 

“Meeting will start soon”.
Transition to live feed when 

meeting starts.
Transition to “Closed session, 

will return soon” during 
closed sessions.

Transition to live feed when 
closed session is over.

Transition to “This meeting 
has ended” until systems are 

turned off

Each Video group and Audio 
group should be able to mix/

swap incoming feeds 
independently on the fly.

Output to Conferencing – Swaps Groups

Video Inputs

Audio Inputs

Audio Output Group 2

Video Output Group 2

Output for Closed Sessions – Group 1

Video Group 2Video Group 2

Hearing Impaired – 
Induction Loop

Audio Group 2Audio Group 2

Video Group 1Video Group 1

Audio Group 1Audio Group 1
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